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ABSTRACT

The repressive political conditions of the New Order state and the social dislocation caused by rapid industrial and technological development unquestionably affected the nature of artistic and cultural production in Indonesia. This thesis considers the dynamic of these conditions within a focused long-term study of the art and life of Indonesian “Surealis” painter, Lucia Hartini. My doctoral dissertation comprises this thesis and the forty-two minute documentary film Perbatasan / Boundaries: Lucia Hartini, Paintings from a Life (1999 – 2002) which I filmed in Indonesia and presents Lucia Hartini and her art in the context of her times from the historical standpoint of Reformasi and millennial change. Art historically, this thesis informs us of a wider journey, that of selected twentieth century Indonesian contemporary artists exploring concepts of simulacra, hyper-reality, the meta-real and the surreal through the stylistic use of photo-realism.

Lucia Hartini is known for her “Beautiful Surrealism”. A founding member of the “Surealis Yogya”, formed in 1985, she was the only woman from the original group to continue painting professionally from the late 1970s, throughout the New Order, and into the era of Reform. The consideration of Lucia Hartini’s work in this thesis acknowledges the gradual shift in her concerns. Lucia’s paintings respond to her natural and social environment, as well as to the challenges and dramatic changes in her life. This thesis charts the journey of her artistic maturation, so richly embodied in her third solo exhibition, “Irama Kehidupan / The Spirit of Life”, in January 2002. Through a critical commentary on paintings selected from her oeuvre and the textual analysis of Perbatasan / Boundaries, I discuss Lucia Hartini’s subject matter, unique systems of image formation and use of detail, her particular contribution to the characteristic qualities of Indonesian “Surealisme”. I regard the techniques, conceptual approaches and processes of filmmaking as intrinsic to this exploration, a methodological perspective arising from Hendro Wiyanto (2001) observation that Indonesia’s “Surealis” artists present us with “reality bundled as a dream”.

Lucia Hartini’s work raises questions of gender and personal transformation. This thesis argues that, for many years, the tensions created by the contrary forces of political repression and social transformation characterising much of New Order Indonesia, were reflected in her art. In a microcosmic-macrocosmic sense, Lucia and her art quietly contributed to attitudinal and social change in Indonesia. Works painted between 1986 and 1996 autobiographically chart a shift from personal distress
to a growing sense of empowerment, followed by life-changing spiritual growth. I contextualize these paintings socially by studying the changing interstices between Lucia Hartini’s private life, her professional creative practice and the public persona she adopted in Indonesia’s emergent civilian society. My approach is informed by a conceptual framework based on difference, hybridity and its transformations, on the psychology of borderlands, negotiation and the transcendence of boundaries, witnessed through a study of the spiritual practice and quest for religious tolerance important to Lucia and evident in her art. This thesis reveals those boundaries which were transcended and those which remain negotiable.

Twice filming Lucia Hartini’s art, I was also affected by the dramatically different conditions of production prevailing in 1992 in New Order Indonesia and those possible between 1999 and 2001 during Reformasi. These differences are highlighted in the textual analysis of Perbatasan / Boundaries. Engaging comparisons between contemporary Indonesian art and Indonesian documentary and feature films, I discuss important attempts to solve the problems associated with restrictions on freedom of expression in paintings made prior to Reformasi. I consider the different uses of figurative realism to depict subjects deemed controversial by the state, and the creation of credible representations in art and convincing characterisations in filmmaking. The dramatically real yet poetic work of the Indonesian Neo-realist filmmakers of the 1950s exemplified one such solution. Their films and ideas prompted comparisons with the photo-realism, poetic intent and dramatic juxtapositional image making of the “Surealis Yogya”. The relationship I perceive between Neo-realist cinematic practice and contemporary international documentary filmmaking encouraged me to make a documentary about Lucia rather than a purely creative or experimentally surreal work. Because of Reformasi and the changes wrought by Lucia’s personal development, Perbatasan / Boundaries: Lucia Hartini, Paintings from a Life (1999 – 2002) is the documentary which my first short experimental video, Pusaran / Vortex: From the Kitchen to Outer Space (1992 - 1993), made during the New Order, could not be.
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NOTES and ABBREVIATIONS

Indonesian words and titles have been translated throughout this thesis. For ordinary words, English translations appear in brackets after the Indonesian word, except for titles of Indonesian paintings and films where a forward slash separates the two languages. Proper names of people and places are not translated, while institutions are introduced by their Indonesian name, their acronym and then translated into English. The acronym is used subsequently.

Where I have quoted conversations in interviews and films, or cited comments appearing in the mass media, my recordings and translations are verbatim, as transcribed. As parts of this thesis are exercises in visual translation and interpretation, I have distinguished wherever possible between what Lucia has said about the works, my immediate and considered responses, informed by historical context and background information and those commentaries contributed by others. As an outsider looking in, albeit from a privileged vantage point, I apologize in advance for any mistakes made.
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REPRODUCTIONS

All paintings are by Lucia Hartini unless stated otherwise. Regarding film stills, I am listed as the director of *Pusaran / Vortex: From the Kitchen to Outer Space* (1993) and *Perbatasan / Boundaries: Lucia Hartini, Paintings from a Life* (2000, 2002) as Jenni Dudley and Jennifer Delandeys when these two films are first cited. The names of all other filmmakers whose stills are reproduced appear with the title of their films.


Plate 8. Still from *Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2002); Lucia's mother at Temanggung.


Plate 13. Photograph; Martha Graham in *Lamentation*, 1930.


Plate 18. Iwan Sagito; *She who Makes the Continuity Moving in Her Soul* (1992).


Plate 28. *Still from Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2002); water temple sequence.


Plate 30 a. Arahmaiani, *Lingga-Yoni* (1994), and


Plate 32. *Delapan Elang Perkasa / Eight Courageous Eagles/Birds of Prey*.


Plate 34. *Tersangkut di/Pada Ketajaman* (1992)

Plate 35. *Still from Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2002). Lucia struggles onto her painting platform, dreading the effort of painting.


Plate 37. *Batas Antara Dua Sisi / The Boundary Between Two Sides*


Plate 40. *Still from the working draft of Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2000). A dancer represents Lucia’s spirit while she sleeps.


Plate 45. Still from *Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2002); *Kehidupan Telah Lalu di Planet Mars / Long Ago on the Planet Mars* (1994).


Plate 53. Illustration from a Javanese manuscript (c. 1840), Yogyakarta.


Plate 55. Lucia Hartini playing the *celempung* (zither).

Plate 56 a. Dir. Usmar Ismail, Stills from *Krisis! / Crisis!* (1953)
Plate 56 b. and *Lewat Djam Malam / After Curfew* (1954).


Plate 58. Still from *Pusaran / Vortex* (1993); Lucia in her kitchen swirling paintwater.


Plate 60. Still from *Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2002). An early sketch by Lucia superimposed over footage of Malioboro.


Plate 62. Still from *Perbatasan / Boundaries* (2002); Lucia and Operasi Rachman on their wedding day, Yogyakarta, August, 2001.


Plate 64. Artist unknown. Detail, three scenes from a “modern” traditional painting sourced from a Balinese manuscript depicting a battle scene from the *Ramayana*, c. 1971.
ERRATA

p.315. “the controlled abandon of groundedness, distinguishing surrealism” should read the controlled abandon of groundedness, distinguishing her surrealism